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0 of 0 review helpful Excellent annotations By Tom T In addition to this edition of The Maine Woods I have Jeffrey 
Crammer s annotated editions of Walden and Thoreau Essays I had so thoroughly enjoyed and benefited from reading 
his annotated edition of Walden that I sought out this and the annotated volume of essays Jeffrey Cramer s annotations 
are excellent making Thoreau more accessible to a wider audience The On the 31st of August 1846 I left Concord in 
Massachusetts for Bangor and the backwoods of Maine rdquo thus begins The Maine Woods the evocative story of 
Thoreau rsquo s journeys through a familiar yet untouched land nbsp As he explores Mt Katahdin an Indian word 
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meaning highest land rdquo Lake Chesuncook the Allagash River and the E Those who have long relished this earthy 
adventurous book as well as those who are discovering it for the first time have reason to rejoice over this new edition 
which has been so meticulously annotated by Jeffrey Cramer rdquo mdash Scott Russ 
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